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MISSOURI MORGANS
Now offering for sale the 2 year old black gaited stallion
Missouris Dandy Walker by DIAH Dandy Walker x MaryMels Merry Widow,
Just started under saddle, strongly gaited and moves out well. $8500
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Contact Anne Biggs in Arizona
602-882-6615
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& Vali
Suddarth
Montreal
Missouri
This mare isJim
well
gaited
and trail
seasoned.
573-286-1954
www.missourimorgans.com
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Name________________________________________________
Farm
Name________________________________________________
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Address:_____________________________________________
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City:________________________________________________

*Please send your farm news, photos and interesting articles for publication to Vali Suddarth 4832 State Road BB, Montreal, Mo.
65591. vali@dam.net Club member participation is needed and very appreciated.
*Any typos or omissions PLEASE let me
know. Apology in advance.
*Next issue due out October 2008
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*Back Cover photo: Member Mike Armstrong showing us a reason to ride! Clear Creek Falls in Idaho
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Phone: (______) ________________________________
E-Mail
Address______________________________________________
Web site
address______________________________________________
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Check: ( ) Stallion Service ( )Stallion Service/Semen
Trans ( ) Stock For Sale ( ) Visitors Welcome
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*Front Cover photo: Blondie & Noel at Mariposa
endurance ride
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State: ______________Zip____________

Make
n checks payable to MSFHA and mail to:
a
c Janet Hunter 337 Hess Lane
Cobden, IL 62920

MSFHA STANDARD GAIT DESCRIPTIONs

Single-foot: a broad term used by old time horsemen to describe any gait other than a two beat gait. A single foot hits the ground at
a time. MSFHA has adopted the term ‘Single-Foot” as an umbrella term to describe the continuum. It includes the following gaits: fox
trot, running walk, rack and stepping pace.
Fox Trot: A four beat gait where the diagonal hooves move together with the front hoof hitting the ground slightly before the rear.
Running Walk: An even four beat cadence with each hoof hitting the ground singly, similar to a flat foot walk but with more speed.
Rack: A four beat cadence with each hoof hitting the ground singly but somewhat laterally in nature. The rack more closely resembles the running walk, but can develop more speed.
Stepping Pace: A four beat gait in which the lateral hooves move together with the hind hoof hitting the ground slightly before the front. This gait
is sometimes called a broken pace.

The Morgan Single-Footing Horse Association (MSFHA) is
a recognized service organization of the American Morgan
Horse Association (AMHA). The MSFHA takes the position
of promoting all Morgan types and disciplines with particular emphasis and promotion of the inherent four beat gaits
found within the present registry of the Morgan breed.
MSFHA is committed to research, education and promotion of these Morgan horses due to their outstanding athletic abilities.
Visit our web site at http://www.msfha.com

2006-2008 Officers
President
Ken Thomas, Thomas Morgans
650 E. 1070 N
Richfield, UT 84701
435-896-6824 klthomas@altazip.com
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 Half Price discount web sites by Heidi Sutton Design
 Free text ads on classifieds page of MSFHA web site
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when submitted as you wish it to appear on the
MSFHA site. We reserve the right to reject any submissions that are not properly composed or lack contact
information!!
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Jim Suddarth
MissouriMorgans
417-286-4720
vali@dam.net

Noel Sousa-Powers
Foster City, CA 94404
650-570-0511
seamystiq@msn.com

Don Prohaska, Bucksnort Morgans
Kasson, MN
507-634-7514
bucksnort@pobox.com
Martha Cather, Val Verde Morgans
San Antonio, New Mexico
505-835-5685
martha@prrc.nmt.edu
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 Free listing on member page if requested

All PAID photo advertisements are posted on MSFHA
Classifieds page as they appear in newsletter.
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Gary Gray, Silvershoe Morgans
Highland, UT
801-756-4175
gary_l_gray22@msn.com
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 Quarterly newsletter

Secretary/Treasurer
Janet Hunter, Hunter Hill Morgan Farm
337 Hess Lane
Cobden, IL 62920
hunterhf@shawneelink.net

Advisors:

is the official newsletter of the Morgan Single-Footing
Horse Association under the umbrella of the American
Morgan Horse Association. Neither the Associations nor
the editors are responsible for opinions expressed in the
articles or letters submitted for publication. Articles,
photos or other submissions must come with permission
to publish and be free of copyright infringement and are
guaranteed as such by anyone submitting items.

Member Benefits

Vice President
Mel Frandsen Marymel Morgans
American Fork, Utah
801-756-4655
marymelm@aol.com

Publisher/ Editor
Vali Suddarth, Missouri Morgans
4832 State Road BB
Montreal, MO 65591
vali@dam.net 417-286-4720

The Morgan Single-Footing Horse News

an

Advertising Rates:

Color ads:

B&W ads:

Full Page: $60
Full Page: $30
Front inside cover $100.
Back Cover $100.
1/2Page: $15

Short classified ad- $10.00
Business card ad- $10.00
Articles, ads and photos submission
Articles, ads, or photographs may be mailed via
post office to Vali Suddarth 4832 State Road BB,
Montreal, MO 65591 or emailed to vali@tds.net EMailed documents should be submitted in Word (doc,&
wpd) jpeg, pdf. Scan photos at or about 300 dpi for
clearest picture. Please keep files under 400 kb where
possible for faster downloading.

A NOTE FROM KEN, MSFHA President
Howdy
Greetings from the top of the Rocky Mountains. I hope the weather and the beautiful fall colors have
been as nice for you all as it has been here. Aside from a couple of very cold nights (temps in the mid
teens) way too cold for this time of year, the mountains and rides have been fantastic. Sorry for all of
you who missed the annual meeting. The rides were beautiful, the company absolutely terrific. The entertainment was great and the food wasn't too bad even if I do say so myself. The clinic fell through and
I had a flat tire on my trailer but aside from that and Mel and Mary getting lost for a little while everything
was great. A special thanks to Stan and Janet Hunter for their help with moving horses and help with
the flat. All and all it was a great weekend for me. I really do enjoy getting together with such great people and the love we all share for the gaited Morgan. The get togethers which started before the club
was even organized, in Bozeman, Montana have all been wonderful experiences and getting to know
many of you from all over the country have been cherished memories for me. I would like to thank each one of you that I
have met over the years and only wish that you could all make it to every event. I know that is impossible but I really do
appreciate your friendships and acquaintances. I value your input and suggestions, but most of all your friendship. It has
been a pleasure to serve you in this club. First as an advisor, then as v.p. then the last 3 yrs as your president. As most of
you know the change in the by-laws require that we elect a new president next year which will conclude my second consecutive term. Nominations will begin the first part of next year, so I encourage all to start thinking now about who would be
good to lead this great club for the next while. I know there are many experienced and qualified and I will of course give my
full hearted time and support to whoever the club chooses. Change is good and will bring fresh ideas and a new enthusiasm and commitment. That is why I proposed the change in the bylaws. Which by the way we intend to update on the
website very soon. For those who don't know the officers and advisors have a monthly conf call and we are trying to post
the minutes on website so all members can see what is being discussed and can give input and suggestions. One item
discussed recently is the need to get information on horse inquiries that may come into the website out to those interested
parties who may have horses for sale. We don't get many but occasionally they do come and so it was decided that when
an inquiry comes into the website our secretary, Janet will send it out via our enews. That way all who get the enews will
know of the inquiry. If you have not received any of these enews and would like to then please notify Janet of your email
address so it can be posted correctly. We have discovered one or two already who have not received them due to wrong
or old email addresses. If you don't want these enews letters you can unsubscribe.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Heidi Sutton who is our web mistress and general technical guru. You’re
great Heidi and a real asset to our club. Also thanks to the other officers and advisors and newsletter editor. I cannot say
enough about these great members and what they do to help this club. And finally thanks to each one of you. Without you
there would be no msfha. Just the great gaited Morgan without a voice.
It may be a little early but just in case it’s my last chance this year, I hope you all have a very merry Christmas and wonderful new year full of gaited Morgans and wonderful memories.
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Speedy Trails
Ken Thomas
MSFHA pres.
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Greetings fellow members. Here we are winding up another year. How fast they go by. Here at Missouri
Morgans our sales have been very good this year. We are finding the older horse at least under saddle is selling better right now than the weanlings. Other reports are of breeders ha ving good luck with weanling sales
this year. The word is, whatever age they are...they are still selling, and for a good price. Just proof positive
that the gaited Morgan is such a special horse. We have several good sales prospects in the works right now
and are excited about the upcoming months and the interest that might be generated by the MSFHA’s recent
advertisement in the Trail Rider Magazine. Please be sure to express an interest in group advertisings that
we often do. The more farms that sign on, the less it costs the individual farm. Several people have done
horse expos this year using the MSFHA brochure, kindly provided to us by Jen Conditto, thanks for your work
Jen. And those of you going to expos to educate even Morgan people who don’t know Morgans are gaited.
More of you are sending in articles and photographs and I so much appreciate the material to work with.
As I review old newsletters sent to me by Jan Gingold, I see some names of folks we haven’t heard from in a
very long time and would love to hear from you, hear about your horses, and get news from your area.
I’d like to welcome Noel Powers as a new advisor, Noel does so much with her mare and is a great ambassador for the gaited Morgan.
And of course I welcome my husband Jim as an advisor as well. Jim has been with me all along, critiquing articles, offering information and suggestions. He is artistic, thought provoking, and has helped me with ad layouts as well as article writing...so a real advisor
to me. Hope to hear from all of you soon, and that you will have good sales if that’s what your doing, or that you enjoy your time with
your gaited Morgan. If you are shopping for one, please let the MSFHA know. We may be able to help you find your horse.
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Happy Trails…..Vali YOUR newsletter editor 573-286-1954 vali@dam.net

Horses for sale? Don’t forget to submit classifieds to The Morgan Horse magazine, or go
online to www.Morganhorse.com and submit your ad for free or photo ads are $10.
Creative Performance Acts Wanted 2010 will see the Kentucky Horse Park as the host for
World Equestrian Games. Competitions will begin in 2009 at each AMHA Regional show.
For more details contact AMHA.
PATHWAYS: If you ride your Morgan just for pleasure, Pathways is for you. Pathways was developed to reward your commitment to using
and enjoying the great Morgan pleasure horses. As a Pathways member you are one of the breed’s best representatives, promoting the Morgans suitability for any job, be it recognized for the time you spend riding or driving your Morgan. You and 80 percent of Morgan owners
report that they ride and drive their Morgans for sheer pleasure. This program was designed for people just like you!

OPEN COMPETITIONS: The Open Competition Program showcases some of the Morgan breed’s best ambassadors, and as a
promotional tool, it can’t be beat. Surveys show that most new Morgan owners discover the breed through friends, and seeing
Morgans compete at open events. Don’t let your hard work and success go unnoticed? Whether you are competing for your
own accomplishment or to promote your business, if your Morgan is competing against other breeds in open competition, you
are invited to join the AMHA Open Competition Program to earn year end awards. The line up for classes is the same as most
open shows. Gaited classes are currently recognized under General. There are specific guidelines to follow, record keeping, and
pre-registration is required. If you’re doing it anyway, you may as well get some credit for your gaited Morgan in the ring!!
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MORGAN MASTERPIECES: The reward of creative media...the AMHA provides an outlet for your
creative expressions consisting of but not limited to, pencil, oil, watercolor, sculptures, carvings, embroidery
and other unique styles of Morgan Art. This include photography as well. Your reward may come in the form of coupons you
may use to purchase Morgan items, and an opportunity to display your art in the Morgan publications, a calendar, at the AMHA
Convention, Grand Nationals, or maybe even the museum. So let your creative juices flow and share your creations with us all.
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MORGAN JUDGES: Anyone can become a Morgan show horse judge. AMHA provides the training needed to fulfill the requirements to obtain your judging card.
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New Members
Membership Dues
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Newsletter Stories and photos always needed for the newsletter. Contact vali@dam.net to submit items or if you need help
processing a story or photo.
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Monthly Conference Calls Each month on a Sunday evening, your advisors, MSFHA officers, and newsletter editor
gather on the telephone for a formal meeting to discuss club business. It has served to provide continuity of direction and provide the club with the benefit of knowledge and experience from those who volunteer. A dedicated group of
volunteers helping to make proactive decisions on behalf of and for the benefit of the club. The minutes of these telephone conference calls are published on the MSFHA website and can also be provided in hard copy to any member asking. Please feel free
to contact and advisor or officer for subject matter you may wish to have addressed at a conference call.

Just a small sample of Emails and questions fielded by officers and advisors
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8-31-08
Vali,
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I just read my July issue of MSFHA newsletter and thoroughly enjoyed it…as always. Each issue I read, I
remind myself that I need to contribute to the newsletter and the association more than just dues. I am
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enclosing some pictures and a story of a backcountry ride I took this summer with a good friend.
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Mike Armstrong, Idaho
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MEMBERSHIP PROFILE
Sue, Steve, Stefani
Ben & Ryan

Sue & Schaenzer’s Silver Eagle

Steve & Sue get married!

Okay, There's Steve and I
and he has his three kids, Stefani age 17 (today's her b-day!)
Ryan age 14 and Ben age 11.
We live 8 miles outside Eugene
city limits in the Willamette
Valley of Oregon. Rainy here
but I love it, lots of trees and
forests and green grass. I grew
up in southern California and
got my first pony at age 7. I loved horses from the minute I was born. I think I inherited the "horse lover" gene from my
grandpa, my mom's dad. He died when my mom was nine, but he was a blacksmith and loved horses and dreamed of raising them. Some of my cousins in Texas (his grandsons and another granddaughter) are also into rodeo and horses, so I do
think it is genetic :). After I outgrew my pony I got a half Arab half TB stud colt, a two year old for my 11th birthday. He
was not trained to ride so dad said keep riding your pony I'll get him broke for you. Well my best friend and I would read
training books. (okay I read them and told her what we needed to do) We'd come home from school and work Chuey (the
colt) until about time for dad to come home then go play with my pony. Well a few months of that and we were riding him
around the corral in a halter and lead rope, I had no other tack for him. So then one day I said to my mom, "Look how
sweet Chuey is" and slid on his back from the fence. Of course he did nothing but mom was all excited and she went and
bought me a bridle that day. Still I rode bareback for a long time, years I think. Chuey was supposed to come with a saddle
but it didn't show up as promised. Anyways the pony came with one but I never used it on him, either. My friend Martha
and I taught them both some tricks too, to shake hands and count their age and Chuey to shake his head yes and no, simple
stuff but we had fun. Later Martha got her own horse, and we rode with others too. That's when I found out how lucky I
was to have Chuey. His trot was so smooth you didn't bounce, but boy could some horses bounce you off their back!
Chuey spoiled me ! After him I wanted a gaited horse, I liked long pretty manes and tails so I thought I'd like Peruvian Pasos and dreamed of getting one for a long time but ended up feeling sorry for a skinny 3 year old Arab filly and went down
the Arab path for many years, about 30 in fact. During that time my other favorite breed was always the Morgan, I boarded
Chuey out during high school at a place that raised Morgans, and I remember thinking their stallion Waer's Dividend had
to be the handsomest horse on the planet. Okay, so I also wanted to be a vet, took 4 years of pre-vet but ran out of money. I
was always studying genetics, it fascinated me from early on. I was paying my own way through school but also wanted to
move to Oregon, so I decided to get a job I could transfer with. In Oct 1983 I got hired by the Post Office and soon moved
to Oregon. I had relatives here, really any western state would've been great, I wanted to be where the cowboys are!
Okay eventually I went through a 10 year marriage, all the time raising Arabs. But I still wanted gait and did indeed breed
one of my mares to a Rocky Mountain Horse. She didn't take though and right then was when they first had the news about
ASD so he got gelded. Many people gelded their Rockies before they had all the facts in on ASD. I did find it interesting
that that Arab mare came back doing a saddle rack after being out with the Rockies. She was from a line of Arabs that do
throw gait. Well soon after that I saw an ad for a half Quarter half Morgan gaited filly . I went to Washington to look at her
and bought her, then found out about her sire Dia H Valiant. Got info on the Heib's and called them. Got their video and
liked a couple foals on there, both by DJB Yukon Jack. Well the "strange child" Goose was still available, so I got her and
helped them name her Dia H Snow Goose as they said she was a silly goose and wanted goose in her registered name.
Trouble is I didn't want her to remain silly while I owned her and decided to call her Glory as I knew she'd be a glory to
behold in gait. Okay so when
Glory was a yearling I got divorced and hung on to her,
boarding her at a Morgan barn.
They had a stallion there that
threw gait sometimes, (Fernpark
Bravado)
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Gracie in the lead
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MEMBERSHIP PROFILE continued
I saw Linus (OBR his Royal Linus) as a youngster as Carolyn Cohen boarded there. Linus is now with Sierra Gold Morgans, and was sired by Twilight Golden Dream. Somewhere in all this, I was living alone and made the mistake(?) of
telling God I was bored and needed a "job". Along came Steve and his three kids! Oh well that's another story but a year
later we were married. On the way he bought his gaited Morgan mare Granaway Bonne Amie. When we first got together I decided to breed Glory to my good friend's Arab stallion, a multi champion Arab in many disciplines (even at
Scottsdale, one of the big shows) as I'd always wanted a Morab, and I'd loved my other Arabs and Arab crosses by Affirmativ. So Joy was foaled and about that time we bred Amie to Sunka. I had heard about the silver stallion and that he
was a mere couple hour drive from me so I decided to see him and his get. I liked what I saw and decided to try a breeding or two. So then we got Silver and now are acquiring some beauties to breed to him! Steve named Silver. I'm always
trying to get him more involved with the horses. He had ponies and horses as a kid but lost interest as soon as he got a
minibike, typical of lots of boys. So when we went to pick up Amie I asked him," Okay, if she's carrying our silver dapple gaited stud colt, what are you going to name him?" See I really thought he wouldn't think of a name then I'd get to
name him like I did Joy, but I wanted him to think he had a chance. But to my surprise he immediately said "Silver Eagle" and I said,"why?" "well," he said," He'll be a silverdapple and was conceived at Eagle's Point". Okay so Silver Eagle
it is! Well I added Schaenzer's to make sure it wasn't taken. Steve's last name is a mouthful (Schaenzer rhymes with
cleanser) but at least it's not common. Now we are anxiously awaiting Silver's foals. He has two right now, a flashy
flaxen chestnut, very gaited her dam is Glory but she is even more gaited than Glory was at that age. The other is a chestnut carrying silver colt out of Mary Mels The Black Widow (Willow). Very nice large colt who is also well gaited. This
past Labor Day we went to the coast with the Morab Joy and Willow. It was fun to see more varied gaits out of Joy. I
was riding Willow, she likes the saddle rack. But Joy being by an Arab is more trotty and happily foxtrotted uphill and
did a running walk in the sand. I've seen her rack on and hard ground but it was the first time I remember seeing her do
the running walk. We rode six hours, about three on the beach near the water and in the waves and another three hours
on the sand dunes and the trails around a lake near Florence, Oregon. Truly a fun day and we rode at least three times as
far as the QH's and Paints we saw that day. Gotta love those Morgans! They keep going and going and going!
Photos: one of our wedding on horseback. Married by Pastor Tom Crabb on his Morgan/TWH Maggie (yes she is nicely
gaited). I was on a gelding I had leased with a purchase option, he went back to his owner soon after the wedding as he
just was too tough for the kids to handle. Steve is on Granaway Bonne Amie, currently owned by our 13 year old niece,
she just loves her. Photos also of Schaenzer's Silver Eagle, his colt Schaenzer's Red Baron and filly Schaenzer's Graceful
Rose. Both colt and filly are for sale. Also a photo of his half sibling out of Dia H Snow Goose, Schaenzer's Great Faith,
a three year old that is for sale and currently being started under saddle.
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" Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give you the desires of your heart." Psalm 37:4
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Schaenzer’s Red Baron
by Silver Eagle
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Schaenzer’s Graceful Rose
Schaenzer’s Great Faith

www.rainbowsgaitranch.com
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Breeding Gaited Morgans since
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KTM Tequila Rio

DIA H Dandy Walker
(DIA H Major Boy X Red Mountain Alexa)
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(Jan Mabie Pace X Mary Mels High C)
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2007 colorful gaited fillies and colts for sale by the above stallions. Will have a possible smoky
black filly. Easy prices and plenty of gait...9 to choose from.

Ken Thomas, 650 E 1070 N. , Richfield, UT. 84701

MISSOURI MORGANS
A THUNDERING HERD OF SOLIDLY GAITED FOALS TO OFFER
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2008 gaited colt “Rhythm”
Silvershoe Sampson x Mile Hi Donsanea
$5500
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Silvershoe YDR Smokey Gold
2005 gaited gelding
1 season trail riding $5500.

2008 gaited colt “River”
Silvershoe Colorado Moab x
MaryMels Rosebud
$3000.

2008 gaited colt “Major”
Silvershoe Colorado
Moab
x
MaryMels Irish Luck
$3000.

www.missourimorgans.com

2008 gaited colt “Rebel” $3000
Silvershoe Colorado Moab x
Futurity’s Fairest Commandres

2008 gaited filly “Princess”
Silvershoe Sampson
x
Silvershoe Selena
$5500.

Jim & Vali Suddarth
Montreal, Missouri
573-286-1954
417-286-4720
vali@dam.net

He’s Doing What!!??by Diana Merritt of

Deer Creek Morgans, KY

I stood alongside my father and husband as our eyes followed this young, bay
two-year-old colt single-footing all around the pasture. We watched in amazement
and wondered where in the world that gait came from. His dam was Star and we had
raised her as part of our own breeding program in the early 80’s. She had certainly
never shown this gait. She was a pretty, 14.2, chestnut with a big trot just like her sire.
In fact, I thought back over the twenty plus years we had been raising Morgans and
knew we had never before had one that exhibited this smooth, four-beat gait. Dad had
kept Star for several years and had raised this colt from her. He had never even realized that King was moving differently than our other Morgans until a neighbor
brought it to his attention. Now we all wondered how we could possibly have missed
Jim Venters & Kings Fancy Miss
it, except that we were certainly never looking for it! After all, Morgans don’t gait, do
they? Steve and I thought we knew Morgans pretty well by then.
We had first started learning about them in 1974. That was the year we got married and the year that we bought
our first Morgan. He was a beautiful bay weanling colt we named Caesar’s Wish. We named him that because we hoped
he would be the first of many Morgans that we would raise and enjoy along with the family we were planning to have. Actually, we had not originally set out to buy a Morgan. I had an Anglo -Arab when I met Steve and my family owned some
Quarter horses. Steve liked the up-headed beauty he associated with Arabians so he
thought he would like to have one for himself. I didn’t really care what kind he decided
to get. I just knew that he hadn’t had a horse for several years and would have a hard
time fitting into my family without one so I was eager to start looking. We visited most
of the Arabian farms in our area and Steve began to rethink his choice.
We found some beautiful, sound Arabian horses if one was willing to spend a great deal
of money; but most of the horses in our price range were of inferior quality. Many had
leg problems such as shin splints or bog spavins and some were cow-hocked. We were
both college students with a limited income but we had high standards and were unwilling to settle for anything we had seen. To complicate things further, Steve is a tall man
and he wanted a horse he felt comfortable on without giving up the carriage and style he
liked. One day I was discussing our dilemma with a lady at work who suggested I check
out some Morgans. She told me about a Morgan ranch near her home. She said they
were beautiful horses with nice heads, full manes and tails, but with more bone than
Arabians. Ironically, Steve had
been doing some research of his
own and had been reading about
Morgans in the college library so
Dax & Diana
he was very interested in seeing some.
We visited the Blue Knoll Morgan
Farm near West Salem Illinois and were met there by an elderly man
named Kenneth Krumm. We walked out into the pasture and immediately fell in love
with a breed of
horses. Morgans
were all around us
vying for our attenDax & Cody
tion. They were
beautiful, good boned and
very
sound with alert eyes and calm dispositions. Mr. Krumm explained that a
few years prior, he and his son had purchased their horses from the Pendleton Farms when it had gone out of business. Ken’s stallion was a small
but beautiful black named Stillwater Attila. He was of the Lippitt line and
was the son of Moro Hill’s Adonis. Mr. Krumm’s best mare was Sally de
Jarnette by Warhawk. He had four other mares that I liked too. Two of
them were granddaughters of Topflight and two were granddaughters of
Ulendon. We were totally unfamiliar with Morgans so the lineage was not
Tam & Chance
important to us at the time, but what did interest us were the horses themselves.
They were strong and beautiful and sound. We immediately became attached to a two-month-old bay colt and wanted to
buy him. Looking back, I think Kenneth sold him to two awestruck college kids for less than he could have gotten.
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He’s Doing What? (continued)
We eventually bought two fillies, Mei Bojestica
(Maya) and Blue Knoll’s Athena, from Kenneth before his
death. These two mares and a classy chestnut weanling colt
from the Legendary Morgan Farm created the foundation of
our breeding program. The colt’s name was Legendary Daxton (Dax) and I still ride him today. At 21, he is my pride
and joy. Dax is a double-bred Kingston grandson and he has a
big beautiful trot and wonderful disposition. We raised three
fillies from the Maya x Daxton cross – King’s mother, Star,
was one of those fillies.
King had been giving my parents smooth rides for
several years when the arthritis in Steve’s hips forced him to
start thinking about getting a “gaited” horse for himself.
Steve had always ridden a great deal and had become an excellent trainer through the years. Now, even with the gentle
trot and easy shuffle of our Morgans, he found that he could
Sy and Diana
no longer ride very hard or long without experiencing a lot of discomfort. First
he tried a Missouri Fox Trotter, then a Kentucky Mountain Horse.
Both were
good animals but he was not content - they just weren’t Morgans. We decided to find out if King was unique in his ability to single-foot or if there were other Morgans out there that were doing the same 4-beat gait. There have been some
great technological advances since 1974, so this time, instead of talking to friends or searching through books in a library; I went surfing on the Internet. I found the MSFHA site and we got excited about Morgans all over again!
For twenty-five years we had been riding these wonderful horses and enjoying their willingness and versatility.
When our daughters were young, we joined my parents on several cross-country rides in the Shawnee National Forrest in
Southern Illinois. With my dad as our guide, we took Shannon, Tammy and our nephews on three-day rides covering
over 50 miles of trails. We camped out near Ozark, IL the night before the ride. With the horses loaded down with food,
saddlebags, hammocks and bedrolls, we began our journey. The next two nights were spent on the trail and we arrived at
the High Knob Ranch, near Karber’s Ridge, on the third day. They were great adventures and we still enjoy reminiscing
and telling the many stories that came from those trips.
We also enjoyed our Morgans at home and in the show ring. Shannon and Athena were a team in 4-H shows and went all the way to the state
competition in Kentucky. They competed in both English and Western
events and their first year they came back from Louisville with a total of five
ribbons. Athena was the dam of a big, gentle sorrel gelding named Rafaga.
Absolutely nothing bothered Raf and we used him for everything. Steve is an
avid archer and loves deer hunting (although with his soft spot for nature he
tends to do more watching than shooting). Steve often loaded Rafaga down
with his deer stand, bow and arrows and headed for the woods. If Steve shot
a deer, Raf would drag it out of the woods for him - sort of a 4-legged, instead of 4-wheeled vehicle, but just as effective. The girls loved Raf too. A
wonderful side benefit of the training Steve did teaching him to pull deer,
was that he was also terrific at pulling a sled.
In the winter, I would tie the sled on behind
him and away we’d go with the girls giggling
and screaming as Raf pulled them around the
Packed up for cross country ride
pasture. I think it was on Rafaga that Tammy first
developed her preference for
riding bareback. She and her friends would pile on him two or three at a time and ride the
gentle giant everywhere. Eighteen years ago, Dad chose Rafaga’s full sister, Missy, to
replace his old Quarter Horse. He picked her out the day she hit the ground and they have
been a team ever since. At just under 14.3, she is not a large horse but she is a dynamo.
One of her accomplishments that first made him certain of her willingness and heart ocDillon
curred when she was just a young horse on a winter ride. In the Shawnee National Forest, Dad
and Missy came to a wide creek that had quite a bit of water in it. They needed to cross it but
the water had a heavy, frozen sheet of ice over it. Dad urged her on and she stepped out slowly onto the ice, breaking
through. She continued across the creek, breaking the ice in front of her as she went.
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He’s Doing What? (continued)
Dad would live in the saddle if he could and weighs over 200
pounds. By the time Missy was mature she was well trained, well
muscled and had amazing stamina. On Missy, dad explored a vast
number of the forest trails in Southern Illinois. In a single day, he
rode Missy over the same trail we had ridden with the children on our
three-day treks. Together they also rode nearly the entire River-toRiver Trail, which runs from the Ohio River to the Mississippi.
During one of the rare times that my father would give up
riding Missy long enough for her to foal; she produced a beautiful
filly. Fancy was sired by Rimlo Black Baron and has very strong Flyhawk breeding. She is bigger than her dam, is a black chestnut and
has been my daughter’s best friend since she was 12. On Fancy,
Fancy & Silvershoe Ginger (farside)
Tammy continued with her propensity for riding bareback. With only a
bare-back pad and bridle, she and Fancy regularly climbed the steep rocky hills of the Shawnee National Forest and
swam in the Jack Fork River in Missouri. Now, just when we thought we knew everything these horses were capable
of, we found out there was still more.
We decided to go look at some gaited Morgans with the hope of buying one for Steve’s personal riding horse.
I met Linnea Sidi on the Internet and she was a terrific help. She gave me both information on gaited Morgans and
contacts to help us in our search. In May of 2000, we took a combined vacation and horse hunting expedition out west.
We loaded King and one other horse into the four-horse trailer and headed to Colorado and Utah. My parents came too
and since it was our vacation, we had to take time to have some fun. We spent one whole day just riding in Estes Park.
We also took one day to drive through Poudre Canyon to visit the Arapaho Ranch. It is a huge cattle ranch located at
an elevation of about 6000 feet that uses Morgans for their working horses. Both were wonderful days and we were
reminded of the strength, endurance and adaptability of the Morgan Horse.
The trip ended up being very successful in many ways. We had a great vacation and also brought back two
beautiful gaited horses that we bought from Gary Gray in Utah. The first was a twoyear-old bay filly by Moses and out of an Omar Sheriff daughter. The other horse
was a remarkable, beautifully gaited yearling stud colt. Silvershoe Gunsmoke is a
big, flashy chestnut out of Mel Fransden’s late stallion WNS Windenstone, and is a
double Omar Sheriff Grandson. We ended our Single-Footing Morgan quest by
breeding Missy to Linnea’s 15.3 black chestnut stallion Osirus. It was one very exciting spring and the excitement just keeps coming.
As I write this, out in our mare/foal pen is Missy with her beautiful 3-weekold son by Osirus. He is everything I had hoped for! This one will be mine to take
the place of Daxton some day. I hate the thought of having to give up riding Dax,
but I am eager to see what this young colt can do. Gunsmoke is a two year old this
year and is making his presence known here in Kentucky, Indiana and even as far
Courage
away as New York. He will have several foals on the ground next year and we fully
intend to bring Single-Footing Morgans to the Midwest.
The versatile Morgan is not just an expression; it is a lifelong passion for my
family. We just returned from our vacation at the Cross Country Trail Ride in
Eminence, Missouri. It is in the Ozark Mountains and four generations of us
took 12 horses and shared the fun and excitement of horseback riding on our
Morgans. The week was also filled with arena events such as cattle roping,
horse shows and gaming, and was finished off each night with a dance. We had
the option to camp or stay in a motel but we liked the motel idea. With our
grandson along, and with Steve’s arthritis, warm showers, soft beds and cable
TV were really nice. It was a wonderful week and great fun. Dax and I rode
across the Jack Fork River so many times I lost count. The old boy still makes
me proud! One day I rode him on an all day ride to the top of Jerk Tail overlooking the Current River, and the next day he gave an extremely presentable
performance in the barrel races. Dax and I also took my 16-month-old Grandson Trenton on a couple of short rides. Did I mention these horses are versatile? I think I have found a brand new horse-lover in my grandson. Trent smiled
the whole time and got rather upset when his Mom took him down. Ah well,
Tammi on Fancy
plenty of time in the future.
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He’s Doing What? (continued)
Steve is scheduled for a hip replacement July 19 th . We have known it
was coming for a couple of years but it is time now. Steve made sure to
schedule it after our vacation because he knows he will not be able to ride for
a while afterwards. He has already spoken with the Doctor to make sure he
will not have to give up riding permanently. The Doctor’s daughter is a horse
fan so I guess he understands the passion. He assured Steve that he will indeed, be able to ride again – after about 6 months that is. There will have to
be some changes though and our gaited Morgans will help him there. Ginger,
the gaited bay filly we brought back from Utah, is a well-trained three-yearold now. Steve has been teaching her to side-pass and to move up to a mounting block. He figures he will need a boost getting on at first and with her sidepass he can open gates without getting off. Obviously, Steve has been planning this for some time and he is confident that with Ginger’s calm, level disTam & Fancy enjoy the
position, he will be back in the saddle soon.
Now, back to where King got this extra gait. Although it was unknown to me, and I think most Jack’s Fork River
Morgan fans until recently, the ability for Morgans to single-foot goes all the way back to the
foundation Morgans. Linnea Sidi wrote a great article on it that was carried in TMH. The MSFHA also has some good postings about it on it’s website. As for King specifically, there are a couple of possibilities. On the sire’s side, Kingston’s dam
was Junefield, who was the daughter of Mentor. Mentor is often found in the pedigrees of gaited Morgans. I have learned
that one of Star’s full sister’s has also thrown foals that show gait. (The third sister has never foaled.) Since of all of the Morgans we raised, only the fillies out of Maya have thrown gaited foals; I assume that at least part of this ability was passed on
through her. Regardless of where it comes from, Morgans that have the ability to single-footing add a new and exciting dimension and opportunity to those of us who love them. My family intends to enjoy the ride, all kinds of them, and be grateful that Steve can continue riding with us on what we believe is the best breed of horses in the world.
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MaryMels Ladybug gaited mare for sale $7500.
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Contact Anne Biggs in Arizona
602-882-6615
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This mare is well gaited and trail seasoned.

Shooting Video to SELL the Horse!

From Gaitedhorse.net

As more and more folks come online the Internet has allowed us to find Horses that we previously would not have
been aware of. The perfect horse may be one that is many miles away and therefore the seller must learn to present
their animals in the best light to allow the prospective buyer to have the information that they need to make an informed decision.
Preparation and The Equipment Get plenty of HELP!! Gather as many people as possible to have plenty of assistance’s on hand. Make sure you have plenty of tape and one or two charged batteries before you begin. Familiarize
yourself with the camera's operation and how to turn it on and off. Practice with the zoom and wide angle shots until
you can be comfortable with your framing of the horse. Nothing is more disappointing than for the horse to be perfect,
but his feet/ears aren't in the frame! The horse should take up 1/2 of the frame in most shots, centered with 1/4 of the
frame behind and in front of him. Make sure the camera is held stable, a giggly picture will not sell the horse, and it
will only make the prospective buyer seasick. If you can not keep the camera stable, get a tripod or rest the camera on
something solid as much as you can when filming. Clean off the lens of the camera with lens paper or a soft paper
towel; make sure it is spot and lint free. Use auto focus. Make sure there's nothing between you and the horse to throw
off the focus.
The Surroundings Make sure the area you are planning to shoot the film in is clean and well kept, pick up any debris
and have the grass mown and the dogs put up! Your tape will turn out better out of doors, any filming that is to be
done indoors (arena or barn aisle) be certain that you have all available lighting turned on and stop and view the tape
to see if the lighting is good. If not move the horse outside to do the filming. In most instances you want your back to
the sun when filming outdoors. Shots taken with the sun directly overhead will put all the highlights directly on the top
- losing the definition of muscle on the Horses body Early evening or morning shots will often show the horse in the
most flattering light. Shots taken with sunlight hitting directly on the side is too harsh and reflective, causing very long
and distracting shadows. A good rule of thumb to stand at a position that would be 12 on a clock face, and have the
sun at 10:00 or 2:00. Try to find a contrasting background. If the horse is light in coloring it often will not show up
well when framed by the sky. Make sure the whole horse is in the frame, unless you are intentionally taking close ups
of head, legs in gait, etc
What to Show First things first, make sure the horse, tack and rider are clean PRIOR to beginning the taping. Trim up
the fetlocks, bridlepaths, ears and under the chin. Have the horse bathed, coat conditioner applied and white markings
WHITE. Brush the horse to a shine and apply flyspray to avoid the horse being distracted by the pests! The rider
should be neatly attired and in contrasting colors to the horse. Well-endowed ladies should wear support bras when
riding, so as not to make the horse's gait seem rough undersaddle. Long hair should be pulled back for the same reason, bouncing hair LOOKS like a bouncing horse! Clean up the tack that you intend to use on the horse and don't forget the halter! The halter should be new or clean in an earth tone that contrasts and doesn't distract with the horse and
well fitted to his head. Use a clean lead rope when handling the horse.
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Prior to riding, show the horse:
 stand for haltering
 lead willingly, backing when asked
 stand tied, in cross ties and on a wall
 load in a trailer
 being caught, groomed, saddled and bridles ( show close up of headgear and bit)
 clipped and bathed
 standing square from front, back and both sides
 horse being led (walking and gaiting in a straight line ), from both sides and from front and back
 pick out all four feet
 show close up of all four legs with close ups of the hooves, knees and hocks
get a good close up of the head
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Some of what you want to show under saddle depends on the horse skills and training, never ask the horse to do something he has not done well previously or that you will have to apologize or make excuses for. If the horse has been advertised as a kid’s horse, then have a child handling him for most of the video.

Shooting Video to Sell the horse
While riding show the horse:
 stand for mounting (on a slack rein if possible) from both sides if the horse has been trained to do so and without fidgeting after the rider has mounted
 walking on a slack rein
 taking upwards and down transitions ( smoothly and willingly going from gait to walk and vice versa )
 Working in gait on a flat straightway and in an arena, from each side and from front and back show the full horse in
the frame and then take JUST the legs in a close up if possible.
 backing
 stopping in balance
 taking a canter, then cantering for some duration and then asked to walk on slack rein
 going through water
 slow gaiting up and down an incline
 moving out at best speed and fastest in gait
 crossing an obstacle
 walking beside road with traffic
being ridden around other Horses
If the horse is being sold as a broodmare or stallion show:
 previous offspring tell by what stallion or mare, show if possible other parent
 the offspring and parent at the same time, gaiting if possible
stallion being handled and ridden around other Horses
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Other things you may want to add if they apply:

working horse on lounge line and free lounging (only if the horse can show gait and obedience on the line)
If broke to cart, show being hitched and driven
horse moving freely in pasture
If you know how to do the flexation tests that a vet perform, do so, if you don't then do not learn while taping
opening and closing a gate from the saddle
carrying or dragging items from the saddle
being ridden bareback
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DON'TS
Things that should not be taped or deleted prior to mailing the final product:
 Shots of the ground, sky etc..
 Shots of the barn cat, dog etc..
 Shots of horse bouncing around in a semi-buck on the lounge or free working in a round pen with no control as to
speed or gait.
 horse in poorly lit circumstances.
 Camera giggle.
 Horses working sloppy or unbalanced.
 Horse being saddled with sweat/saddle marks indicating he was worked extensively prior to the shot.
 Shots of the horse being saddled, but not bridled, makes prospective buyer wonder why? Does the horse refuse the bit?
Have trouble with his ears? Show both or show neither.
Taping is NOT the time to discipline the horse or teach him something new

D
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Shooting Video to Sell the Horse
Getting good videotape to properly market your horse is time consuming and a lot of work. But lost sales from poor presentation of the horse cost more in the long run. Take the time to present your horse fully and at his best. Be prepared!
When you place that ad saying "video on request" that shouldn't mean that when a request comes in you'll make a video!
Try to have the finished tapes already on hand. If the tape is more than a few months old you may want to add recent footage, but the bulk of the presentation should be ready. Time can be of the essence when dealing in the competitive world of
marketing horses!
You can get real sick and tired of sending out videos. After you have all that time in preparing and presenting the horse
properly, it takes time and money to copy the tapes, package and mail them out. Make sure the tapes are clearly marked
with the name, breed and age of the horse, along with your return address and phone number. Sometimes it seems like
"nobody" ever sends them back to you, you may want to consider a $5.00 fee to cover the cost of the tape and shipping and
just let them keep it, or make it a refundable deposit. Often of the number of prospective customers who request your horse
videos, it turns out that only some are really interested in your horses for sale or stallion at stud anyhow, the rest just like
seeing tapes! It can be exasperating! One simple, extremely affordable, commonsense solution is Let us put your horse
video on the net, for viewing by thousands of prospective customers all over the country and the world, 24 hours a day!
That way, the ones who just want to look at pretty horse videos can do so at no cost to you. Online video will only give a
"taste" of the horse, as it is very limited in duration. But while the customers are waiting for the competition's regular
video tapes to arrive in their mailboxes, a bit of YOUR horse can be seen immediately, any time of day, from any computer with Internet access!
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with Michael Armstrong

Around 7:00 AM on July 30 this past
summer my good friend and riding
companion, Mike Hare and his fine
Missouri Fox Trotters arrived at my
home. We loaded my horse and gear
and headed toward Alpine, Wyoming.
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After checking the necessary papers
(Coggins) at the port of entry we went
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to our favorite breakfast destination
only to find it had been remodeled
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into a motel. Undaunted we found
another restaurant and after a hearty
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breakfast continued on our way up

Grey’s River to the trailhead. We were met on the road by a camper, very happy to see us since his battery was dead and
he was stranded with his wife and young children on a remote road. Fortunately we had jumper cables and got him on his
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way back to civilization.

Neither of us had ever been in this country before so we had no idea what kind of adventure we were in for. We reached
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the trailhead and took time to assure we had everything we needed and that the horses were properly packed. I learned a
long time ago that this is the time to double check everything to make sure the ride will go smoothly…unpacking on a

Cww

steep side-hill and starting over is not my idea of fun. We made good progress traveling up Grey’s River and started a
fairly steep climb to a pass that would take us into an adjoining drainage. I got off and walked my horse part of the way

F

because he was not only packing me but a lot of gear. We were both very glad to start down the other side.
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My horse, Rocket, was bred by Ken Thomas. This was his first significant trail ride and we both had some learning to do.
The drainage we were traveling had a lot of different trails and it was confusing to determine which trail was correct. There
were few sign posts at intersections and even less direction (trail markers, etc.) along the trail. We made several wrong
turns but knew we had to follow the stream, according to the map. Along the way we saw four elk standing in and grazing
along the stream…looked just like what you would see in a good western art gallery. We arrived at our intended camp to
find it occupied by the Outfitter who had rights to the camp. They were gracious and suggested other spots we might consider. We found a good site that offered shelter, grazing for the horses and a nice stream nearby. The next morning we continued down stream with the goal to make a loop and put us back in camp by late afternoon.

All went well until we took the only trail we could see, however, it seemed to be going in the wrong direction. Several
miles later the trail was completely washed out from the Spring run-off. It was very steep and treacherous.

We finally concluded that with great
care we could get the horses down
but realized we could not get back
up if needed…not to worry we were
making a loop. Several miles later
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we ran completely out of marked
trails and after reading our GPS and
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studying the map we knew we had
to return the way we came. We

T

crossed up stream from the eroded
trail and finally made our way back
to camp. My companion took a dip
in the stream and I took a long nap.
The horses were tired, especially my horse, the youngest of the three.
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The ride we had taken the previous year was full of fresh grizzly bear sign so we were both packing bear repellant (large
caliber Ruger pistols). Since there was little bear sign it was nice to not have the thought of an encounter with a Grizzly
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while riding or at camp. We casually broke camp the next morning while the horses grazed and started our ascent to the
pass indicated on the map. The outfitter had turned eighteen head of horses up the canyon to graze over night and they
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were nowhere to be found. So their search was on. He indicated which fork to take at a junction in the trail which saved
us making a bad choice because again there were no signs or markers. The trail was so steep it would have been idiotic to
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attempt to ride.
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We finally made it to the saddle and took the only trail we saw. We ended up at a beautiful waterfall…only one problem.
We were two miles as the crow flies from where we were supposed to be. We did what all lost back country travelers
do…we calmly sat down, drank plenty of water, rested, read the map and took several GPS readings and decided the best
solution to our dilemma. It was quite steep in a few places and we had a few dramas but we made it safely back to the
junction we wanted to be at. Finding no good camping spots we back tracked to a spike camp we had passed earlier.
There was a large meadow and we watched a deer graze less than a hundred yards from camp. The next morning we saw
a cow moose at the end of the meadow. During the trip we saw five elk, three moose, five mule deer and a pine marten
plus numerous grouse. Again, the lack of bear sign was a pleasant surprise.

We broke camp again and headed out into a vast meadow full of flowers, a few patches of trees and a couple of small
lakes. We were well above 9,000 feet. It was about fourteen miles back to the trailhead and the only other humans we had
encountered were at the Outfitters camp. The trail was down hill so we made good time and stopped along the way to eat
lunch and give the horses a break. These memories make the long winters in southeastern Idaho more bearable.

Going Through the Paces
by

Elizabeth Graves

Understanding a true pace is very easy, the difficulty comes in understanding all the possible phases before a true 2 beat pace.
Most are familiar with terms such as;

Pacer on Track ©Alan G Mattison

Pacey
Swingy
Lateral
Broken pace
Stepping pace

What do they all mean? I will try to clarify some of theses for you. Sometimes the faster moving hoof can make these gaits
difficult to identify to an untrained eye.
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What is a True Pace
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The gait of pace is a 2 beat gait, 1-2. It is lateral in PICKUP of the legs on the same side and lateral in the SET DOWN of the
same two legs. The horse will shift from side to side, alternating lateral pairs forward and then back. At the very fast speeds of
pace, such as those seen in harness racing, one can see the four hooves clear of the ground in suspension as the horse jumps
from lateral pairs. The slower the speeds of pace, the suspension disappears and the hooves may not set down exactly at the
same time: with the hind setting down just before the fore on the same side but is still very hard to see. In a stepping pace it is
very easy to see the hind set down before the same side fore. Other variations are a broken pace, but still closer to a 2 beats in
set down than the broken pace of stepping pace .
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The Other 2 Beat Gait
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The trot is also a 2 beat gait, 1-2. The difference in the gait of trot is that the diagonal pairs are
working together.
Right hind, left fore TOGETHER
Left hind, right fore TOGETHER
Again as in pace there is a shift of weight and suspension of all 4 hoofs clearing the ground
but it is shifting between diagonal pairs instead of lateral pairs
trot

Understanding Lateral
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The term lateral can be used in two different elements for definitions of gait timing.
1. Lateral pick up Gaits of;

D
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*Pace Broken paces , variations ( including stepping pace)
* Corto
* Sobreandando
* Stepped rack
* Rack
* Tolt
* Largo

2. Lateral in set down Gaits of:
* Pace
* Flying pace of Icelandic horse

3. Gaits of lateral pick up with a broken 4 beat set down Gaits of:
* Stepping pace
* Corto
* Sobreandando
* Stepped rack
* Rack
* Tolt
* Largo
* Swingy or Pacey
It is the gaits that are closer in lateral set down (not pick up) than the stepping paces broken 4 beat set down, that brings forth the meaning of swingy or pacey in
gait. These are gaits that are just broken out of 2 beats but not quite the very definable stepping pace where one can see the hind set down prior to the fore on the
same side and hear the broken timing of 1-2--3-4.

Getting Pacey
A horses can be or start getting pacey at any speed. There are pacey walks, too pacey racks and so on. A horse can
be genetically inclined to pace or trained toward pace. A horse can pace in a high head position or low head position,
but both have either a very ventroflexed back to a slightly hollow back. Both types will move their back muscles from
side to side:
the up head and necked horse will be tighter in their movement
the low head and necked horse will be loose in the back muscle movement
but both are still using one side of the back muscles and then the other when shifting to lateral pairs.
In the following pictures are examples of gaits going both lateral in set down and some not, to make comparisons.
Walk
The first picture is a clear picture of a walk the next 2 are the marked up versions of the walks.
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In photo A we can see that this is a true 4 beat walk.
This horses is picking up each hoof at a separate time
and setting down at a separate time. In this phase of
the hoof fall sequence we see the left hind has set
down before the left fore.The right fore leg is perpendicular at its full weight bearing phase and the
right hind is still bearing weight with the hoof flat on
the ground but will be picking up and moving forward before the right fore. The legs are moving independently of each other, not moving forward or
back together.
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In this photo we can see that the legs on the left side of the
horse are working together going back. This is not a hard pace
in that it is not 2 beats through a full gait phase. You can see
that the right hind has just barely set down prior to the right
fore but it is closer to a 2 beat pace than a 4 beat broken stepping pace in that the left hind is not just starting to lift off from
the ground but has actually cleared the ground and is about to
come forward. As the right fore touches the ground the left fore
will be off the ground and back as will the left hind is still off
the ground. This will cause weight to be bearing on the right
side of the horses briefly. As the left side legs are lifting off
together and coming forward the left hind will touch down just
barley before the left fore. This makes this gait a lateral or
pacey walk.

D

Speed Racking.
C

In photo C we can see that the right front is still
perpendicular to the ground and the left front has a
nice lift and fold ,so while this horse is moving
very fast it is still able to maintain form and the
even timing of the racking gait.
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In photo D, when looking at the right front we see it is not perpendicular to the ground but is angled back working closer in set down
with the right hind. Notice the this horses is not folding as much in
the front. The lift is there but the fold is not. This is very common to
see when a gait starts to get lateral in set down at faster speeds. This
horse if brought down a notch in speed to maintain form would have
a closer to even set down and more fold to the left front. This is still a
rack but a pacey rack.
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Notice the single hoof support on the right fronts on both horses the next hoof set down will be the left hind then giving
the 2 hoof support of the gait. The gait of rack is lateral in pick up but a 4 beat in set down, 1-2-3-4 being an even set
down. In a speed racking class it is matter of the judge at a specific show as to weather they will be one to place the
fastest horses with out breaking gait regardless of form or one the looks for correctness of form to be maintained first
and speed with out breaking second.
The Tolt
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The gait of Tolt is the same as the gait of rack when it is timed up evenly and the hoof support sequence is the same in that it is two hoof, one hoof . The gait of
tolt can also get trotty or pacey changing the hoof fall timing from and even 4 beat set down of 1-2-3-4 to 1-2--3-4 when pacey and 1--2-3--4 when trotty. It is a
gait of lateral pick up.
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Photo E shows a horse in a faster tolt and still maintaining form with the lateral pick up on the right side
and the right hind is about to set down flat starting a 2
hoof support. The horse is showing a nice lift and fold
in the right front and the left front is perpendicular to
the ground not going lateral.

F

Photo F is also at some speed but this horse shows each side working closer
together in pick up and set down. This horse is also at the single hoof support in this photo but one can see the left fore is angle back working closer
with the left hind than working separately in set down. This will cause a
longer space of time between the hoof set down between the right fore and
left hind. Notice also that this horse has lost some of the fold to the right
front and again just a bit slower in speed would cause this horse set down
more evenly between hoof falls and maintain form. This is a tolt going to the
pacey side but one can see this gait go even pacier than shown in photo F
and still not be the flying pace known to this breed.

Stepping Pace
In this photo we see the gait of a stepping pace. The left legs have lifted up
and forward together but the left hind has set down before the left fore will.
The legs on the right side are working back together. If the right hind was not
with the toe touching but flat on the ground it would be a running walk but a
more lateral one. Also if this was to happen with the right hind the right fore
would not be angled going back as far as it is in this photo. This is the 2 hoof
support of the gait and when the left fore sets down it will be a 3 hoof support
of the gait. Now to see where this gait could change to another from a stepping pace is if the right hind was off the ground completely this would be a
stepped rack ( a 2 hoof, 3 hoof support) but a pacey one. If this horse was
pushed up for more speed with more engagement of the hindquarters there
may be more lift and fold to the fronts for the gait of a stepped rack and it
may also help this horse move away from lateral in set down and bring the
right fore leg more under the shoulder rather than angled back. When a horse
tends to have a lower longer reach at a slower speed when going to a lateral
set down in gait, it is easier to see a gait getting pacey because the hooves are
working closer to the ground on the same side. This horse is getting very
close to a 2 beat pace but not quite there.
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Flying Pace
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Our last photo is of the flying pace of the of the Icelandic horse. It
is very easy to see the 2 sides each working together forward and
back making for a 2 beat gait. Lateral in pick up and also lateral in
set down with a moment of suspension off the ground with all four
hooves as the horse shifts from one side to the other. This is a very
smooth pace to ride and is one of great speed.
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So in closing , it is very easy to see a true pace but it is understanding the difference between a lateral lift off of gait and
when a gait is getting lateral (pacey) in it's set down. In this article I have used pictures to compare each other with. I have
also tried to ease you into using some new skills when analyzing gait. In my explanations I have added what is about to
happen maybe with a next hoof fall or what could be if a leg or hoof were in a different position to create a different gait,
or more correct form of a gait. Part of developing a good eye is seeing what is going to come next to help keep up with
what you are seeing in a gait, to develop that fast use of the eye. Also how a different leg or hoof position could change a
gait, which will help one to have a better understanding of what it may take to get a horse to where we want it for a specific gait.
All this takes time, patience and brain work of an individual person to develop, but in order to really understand the gaits
it must be done. One owes it to them selves and their horses if we really want to be able to understand and develop the
true desired gaits in our horses. Learning this will take you next to learning the how's and why's, in which a horse uses it's
self to create any physical movement desired or undesired.
This article has been shared with us by our friends
at gaited horse, a website all about gaited horses and gaiting. Please
visit their site at www.gaitedhorse.net
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New Show Opportunity for Gaited Morgans
By Sue and Lin Hokana, Fiddletown, CA

We had a terrific time showing our 5 year old gaited Morgan mare,
Chantell Belle (“Tinkers”) (Silvershoe Colorado Moab x Cache VuBrandywine)at the 32nd Annual Motherlode Morgan Horse Show in
Rancho Murieta, California in September. Lin rode Tinkers in only one
class, the Opportunity Walk/Jog Amateur Trail, since he didn't want to
bring her back the next day and she wasn't ready to canter in a show.
We are happy to report they won a fourth place ribbon out of a class of
Lin Hokana & Chantell Belle
five horses, with the others obviously older and more experienced. Given this
was Tinkers' maiden voyage into the show world we were surprised at how
calm she was throughout the day – she also seemed to enjoy herself. So we all look forward to participating in
several classes at an all-gaited breed show in early October.
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Unrated, grass roots Opportunity classes are open to all breeds and are subject to the USEF (United States
Equestrian Federation) judging rules rather than the AMHA ones. They were developed to address new interests such as reining or gait classes, which may not be included in the traditional A-rated Morgan-only part of
the show. A couple weeks before the Show, the organizer asked both the judges and Ring Stewards if they
had any objection to having a gaited horse enter an Opportunity Walk/Jog class and they saw no reason why
not. We will never know if Tinkers was faulted for gaiting instead of jogging, but at least she won her ribbon
that day!
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Perhaps the most enjoyable part of the day was meeting our fellow Sacramento Valley Morgan Horse Club
members, almost all of them for the first time. We were delighted at how very friendly and supportive they
were in having a gaited Morgan participate; our competitors in the Trail class were practically our very own
cheerleading squad! After the class, we had a long discussion with two Club leaders and they gave us some
great advice on how to plan the next Morgan show in the Spring with Opportunity gait classes and/or integrated gait and trot classes. They encouraged us to invite our fellow gaited horse club members to also participate since it helps to financially support the Club's activities throughout the year.
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A couple weeks before the Show, we contacted our regional AMHA Director to discuss ways we can help spur
the development of gait classes in rated Morgan shows and not just in the Opportunity division. She was very
supportive and encouraged us to forge good relationships with our Club so they could formally present rule
changes to the AMHA on behalf of gaited Morgans. We left MSFHA brochures at the Club's display table to
quietly start our promotion campaign.
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We encourage anyone interested in showing their gaited Morgan to get actively involved with their local Morgan club show committee months before when they start their planning process. Refer to the USEF judging
rules available at www.usef.org for the types of Opportunity classes you might be interesed in. Then negotiate
with the show committee on class titles and prize list rules to include gait wherever possible in the Opportunity
offerings. Your AMHA Director is also a great source for advice. If we just had one person getting similarly
involved in each of the AMHA regions and recognized clubs across the country, we would be a formidable
force for gaining official recognition of gaited Morgans in rated shows someday. There is no better place to
start promoting the gaited Morgan than at a local Morgan show – you just might find, like we did, that the
“natives” are downright friendly!
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